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Unit I Overview
Content Area: General Music
Unit Title: Beginning Guitars
Target Course/Grade Level:  6th/8th
Unit Summary:
This unit will introduce students to the acoustic guitar. Students will gain an introductory overview
of parts of the guitar, playing simple melodies and learning basic chords.

Student Learning Objectives

● Learn about the history of the guitar and evolution through time.
● Learn about the parts of an acoustic guitar including strings, frets, tuning pegs, plectrum, etc.
● Learn basic notes of the treble clef music staff
● Learn basic rhythms of whole, half, quarter, and eighth notes.
● Learn how to create basic chords and play them in a I-IV-V chord progression.
● Learn about a blues scale and be able to improvise a short melody.

Related Content

ELA/Literacy:
NJSLS-ELA A.R1, A.R4, A.W1, A.SL1, A.SL2, A.L1, A.L2

Mathematics

Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills
● 9.1.2.CAP.1: Make a list of different types of jobs and describe the skills associated with
each job.
● 9.4.2.CI.1: Demonstrate openness to new ideas and perspectives (e.g., 1.1.2.CR1a,
2.1.2.EH.1, 6.1.2.CivicsCM.2).
● 9.4.2.CI.2: Demonstrate originality and inventiveness in work (e.g., 1.3A.2CR1a)
● 9.4.2.CT.2: Identify possible approaches and resources to execute a plan (e.g.,
1.2.2.CR1b, 8.2.2.ED.3).
● 9.4.2.GCA:1: Articulate the role of culture in everyday life by describing one’s own
culture and comparing it to the cultures of other individuals (e.g., 1.5.2.C2a,
7.1.NL.IPERS.5, 7.1.NL.IPERS.6).

Computer Science and Design Thinking
● 8.1.2.CS.1: Select and operate computing devices that perform a variety of
tasks accurately and quickly based on user needs and preferences.
● 8.1.2.AP.4: Break down a task into a sequence of steps.



Standard # New Jersey Student Learning Standards - Visual and Performing Arts
1.3A.8.Cr1a Generate and improvise rhythmic, melodic and harmonic phrases and harmonic

accompaniments within basic forms (e.g., AB, ABA, Theme & Variations) and
expanded forms (e.g., introductions, transitions, codas) that convey expressive
intent. Explain connection to specific purpose and context (e.g., social, cultural,
historical).

1.3A.8.Cr2a Select, organize and document personal musical ideas for arrangements, songs
and compositions within expanded forms that demonstrate concepts such as
tension and release, unity and variety, balance, and convey expressive intent.

1.3A.8.Cr2b Use standard and/or iconic notation and/or recording technology to document
personal rhythmic phrases, melodic phrases and harmonic sequences.

1.3A.8.Cr3a Evaluate, refine and explain their own work by selecting and applying criteria
including appropriate application of elements of music, compositional techniques,
style and form, and use of sound sources.

1.3A.8.Cr3b Present the final versions of documented personally and collaboratively created
music that demonstrates craftsmanship and originality to others. Apply
compositional techniques to achieve unity and variety, tension and release, and
balance to convey expressive intent.

1.3A.8.Pr4a Apply collaboratively and personally developed criteria for selecting music of
contrasting styles for performance and explain expressive qualities, technical
challenges and reasons for choices.

1.3A.8.Pr4b Compare the structure of contrasting pieces of music selected for performance,
explaining how the elements of music are used in each.

1.3A.8.Pr4c Analyze selected music by sight-reading in treble or bass clef using simple
rhythmic, melodic and/or harmonic notation.

1.3A.8.P4d Identify and explain how cultural and historical context inform performances and
result in different musical effects.

1.3A.8.Pr4e Perform contrasting pieces of music, demonstrating as well as explaining how the
music’s intent is conveyed by their interpretations of the elements of music and
expressive qualities (e.g., dynamics, tempo, timbre, articulation/style, phrasing).

1.3A.8.Pr5a Identify and apply personally developed criteria (e.g., demonstrating correct
interpretation of notation, technical skill of performer, originality, emotional
impact, variety, interest) to rehearse, refine and determine when the music is ready
to perform.

1.3A.8.Pr6a Perform music with technical accuracy, stylistic expression and culturally
authentic practices to convey the creator’s intent.

1.3A.8.Pr6b Demonstrate performance decorum (e.g., stage presence, attire, behavior) and
audience etiquette appropriate for venue, purpose, context, and style.

1.3A.8.Re7a Select programs of music (e.g., a playlist, live performance) and demonstrate the
connections to an interest or experience for a specific purpose.

1.3A.8.Re7b Classify and compare how the elements of music and expressive qualities relate to
the structure within programs of music (e.g., a playlist, live performance).

1.3A.8.Re7c Identify and compare the context of programs of music from a variety of genres,
cultures and historical periods.



1.3A.8.Re8a Apply appropriate personally developed criteria to evaluate musical works or
performances.

1.3A.8.Re9a Support with evidence personal interpretation of contrasting programs of music
and explain how the application of the elements of music and expressive qualities,
within genres, cultures and historical periods convey expressive intent.

1.3A.8.Cn10a Demonstrate how interests, knowledge and skills related to personal choices and
intent when creating, performing, and responding to music.

1.3A.8.Cn11a Demonstrate understanding of relationships between music and the other arts,
other disciplines, varied contexts, and daily life.

Essential Questions
● How do musicians generate creative ideas?
● How do musicians make creative decisions?
● How do musicians improve the quality of

their creative work?
● How do performers select repertoire?
● How do musicians improve the quality of

their performance?
● When is a performance judged ready to

present?
● How do context and the manner in which

musical work is presented influence audience
response?

● How do individuals choose music to
experience? How does understanding the
structure and context of music inform a
response?

● How do we judge the quality of musical
work(s) and performance(s)?

● How do we discern the musical creators’ and
performers’ expressive intent?

● How do musicians make meaningful
connections to creating, performing and
responding?

● How do the other arts, other disciplines,
contexts, and daily life inform creating,
performing and responding to music?

● What is the role of rhythm in music?
● What is the role of melody in music?
● What is the role of harmony in music?
● How do proper playing techniques improve

sound quality and increased speed?
● How does reading music affect one’s ability

to communicate with other musicians?

Enduring Understandings
● The creative ideas, concepts and

feelings that influence musicians’
work emerge from a variety of
sources.

● Musicians’ creative choices are
influenced by their expertise,
context and expressive intent.

● Musicians evaluate and refine their
work through openness to new
ideas, persistence and the
application of appropriate criteria.

● Performers’ interest in and
knowledge of musical works,
understanding of their own technical
skill, and the context for a
performance influence the selection
of repertoire.

● To express their musical ideas,
musicians analyze, evaluate and
refine their performance over time
through openness to new ideas,
persistence and the application of
appropriate criteria.

● Musicians judge performance based
on criteria that vary across time,
place and cultures. The context and
how a work is presented influence
audience response.

● Individuals' selection of musical
works is influenced by their
interests, experiences,
understandings, and purposes.
Response to music is informed by
analyzing context (e.g., social,
cultural, historical) and how



● What influences the choice of guitar style
(acoustic or electric) for a specific
performance?

● Why do we need to know note names in the
treble clef?

● Why is the way we strum a guitar important?

creator(s) or performer(s)
manipulate the elements of music.

● The personal evaluation of musical
work(s) and performance(s) is
informed by analysis, interpretation,
and established criteria.

● Through their use of elements and
structures of music, creators and
performers provide clues to their
expressive intent.

● Musicians connect their personal
interests, experiences, ideas, and
knowledge to creating, performing
and responding.

● Musicians connect their personal
interests, experiences, ideas, and
knowledge to creating, performing
and responding.

● Students will realize that one
instrument, the guitar, can be linked
to many monumental periods of
modern music and that each genre
could not exist as it is today without
the contributions of other genres and
guitarists.

● Knowing the note names on the
treble clef staff is imperative for
learning to play the guitar.

● Learning the notes on the guitar
strings will help you recognize
chord structure and help you read
music.

● The way we strum a guitar will
affect the sound of the music.

Unit Learning Targets
Students will …

● The students will be able to understand the parts of the guitar and be able to demonstrate
their function.

● The students will be able to read and perform music on the treble clef staff.
● The students will be able to draw the note/rest value pyramid, allowing them to see relative

note/rest values.
● The students will understand the relationship between different notes and rests.
● The students will be able to play notes on single string, double string and three finger chords.
● The students will be able to follow along in a piece of music.



● The students will be able to name note names on the strings of the guitar.
● The students will develop their playing skills through practice and performance.
● The students will understand note durations and counting.

Evidence of Learning
Formative Assessments:

● Daily practice exercise
● Rehearsal technique

Summative Assessment
● Performance of Music

Alternative Assessment:
● Written exam of music theory and guitar vocabulary.
● Recording of performance through FlipGrid or BandLab

Benchmark/Performance Assessment Standards & Criteria for Success :  
● Individual Playing Assessment

Lesson Plans and Pacing Guide
Lesson Suggestions Timeframe

–weeks
● Parts of the guitar, playing position, strumming technique, learning of frets,

notes names and basic rhythms.
1

● Learning the notes E,F and G on the first string and learning simple
melodies using these notes.

1

● Learning the notes B, C and D on the first string and learning simple
melodies using these notes.

1

● Learning Basic chords of C, G, D, Am and Em and learning how to strum 1
● Learning about the Blues scale and improvising 1

Extension Lesson(s):
● Learn to play popular guitar riffs such as “Smoke on the Water” or “Seven

Nation Army”
● Use the chords of G, C and D to play popular songs that use these three

chords.

Additional Related Lessons
Amistad Law: N.J.S.A. 18A 52:16A-88:

● Identify and learn about the famous African American Guitarists of the
20th century - ex. Jimi Hendrix, Chuck Berry, B.B. King, Tracey Chapman,
etc.

Holocaust Law: N.J.S.A. 18A:35-28:
● Explore the life of Coco Schumann - a German jazz guitarist who survived

the Holocaust.
Climate Change:

● Investigate how climate change is changing the ways guitars are made.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/obituaries/coco-schumann-german-jazz-guitarist-who-survived-holocaust-through-his-music-dies-at-93/2018/01/29/cb7f3ea4-0506-11e8-94e8-e8b8600ade23_story.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/how-guitars-are-changing-climate-crisis-ash-wood-fender-2021-4


Teacher Resources:

● Classroom Acoustic guitars
● Picks
● Guitar Tuner
● Stereo
● Music stands
● Chromebook
● Teacher Computer with Projector
● Mel Bay’s Grade 1 Guitar Method

Curriculum Development Resources
New Jersey Student Learning Standards – 2020

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/


Unit II Overview
Content Area:  General Music
Unit Title:  Music Exploration - Rhythm
Target Course/Grade Level:  6th/8th
Unit Summary:
Students will learn the basic building blocks of rhythm.  These include whole notes, half notes,
quarter notes, eighth notes and sixteenth notes with corresponding whole, half and quarter rests.
Students will be able to identify and perform these rhythms in addition to using them to compose
short rhythmic compositions.  Along the way, students will learn about the different instruments in
the percussion section of a band and orchestra and be able to play them with teacher guidance.

Rhythm and timing are key to keeping a piece of music together.  Without an understanding of
rhythm, music would be unstructured, disjointed and unrecognizable.  Through learning the building
blocks of rhythm, students will have a structure through which they can perform and compose
music.

Student Learning Objectives

● Students will learn the rhythms of whole, half, quarter, eighth and sixteenth notes along
with whole, half and quarter rests.

● Students will learn about the different types of percussion instruments of the band and
orchestra.

● Students will be able to perform these rhythms by hand-clapping and the use of a variety of
percussion instruments.

● Students will compose their own rhythmic composition.

Related Content

ELA/Literacy:
A.R1, A.R4, A.W1, A.SL1, A.SL2, A.L1, A.L2

Mathematics

Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills
● 9.1.2.CAP.1: Make a list of different types of jobs and describe the skills associated with
each job.
● 9.4.2.CI.1: Demonstrate openness to new ideas and perspectives (e.g., 1.1.2.CR1a,
2.1.2.EH.1, 6.1.2.CivicsCM.2).
● 9.4.2.CI.2: Demonstrate originality and inventiveness in work (e.g., 1.3A.2CR1a)
● 9.4.2.CT.2: Identify possible approaches and resources to execute a plan (e.g.,
1.2.2.CR1b, 8.2.2.ED.3).
● 9.4.2.GCA:1: Articulate the role of culture in everyday life by describing one’s own
culture and comparing it to the cultures of other individuals (e.g., 1.5.2.C2a,
7.1.NL.IPERS.5, 7.1.NL.IPERS.6).



Computer Science and Design Thinking
● 8.1.2.CS.1: Select and operate computing devices that perform a variety of
tasks accurately and quickly based on user needs and preferences.
● 8.1.2.DA.1: Collect and present data, including climate change data, in
various visual formats.
● 8.1.2.AP.4: Break down a task into a sequence of steps.

Standard # New Jersey Student Learning Standards
1.3A.8.Cr2b Use standard and/or iconic notation and/or recording technology to document

personal rhythmic phrases, melodic phrases and harmonic sequences.
1.3A.8.Cr3a Use standard and/or iconic notation and/or recording technology to document

personal rhythmic phrases, melodic phrases and harmonic sequences.
1.3A.8.Cr3b Present the final versions of documented personally and collaboratively created

music that demonstrates craftsmanship and originality to others. Apply
compositional techniques to achieve unity and variety, tension and release, and
balance to convey expressive intent.

1.3A.8.Pr4e Perform contrasting pieces of music, demonstrating as well as explaining how the
music’s intent is conveyed by their interpretations of the elements of music and
expressive qualities (e.g., dynamics, tempo, timbre, articulation/style, phrasing).

1.3A.8.Pr5a Identify and apply personally developed criteria (e.g., demonstrating correct
interpretation of notation, technical skill of performer, originality, emotional
impact, variety, interest) to rehearse, refine and determine when the music is ready
to perform.

1.3A.8.Pr6a Perform music with technical accuracy, stylistic expression and culturally
authentic practices to convey the creator’s intent.

1.3A.8.Re8a Apply appropriate personally developed criteria to evaluate musical works or
performances.

Essential Questions
● How do musicians generate creative ideas?
● How do musicians make creative decisions?
● How do musicians improve the quality of

their creative work?
● How do musicians improve the quality of

their performance?
● When is a performance judged ready to

present?
● How do we judge the quality of musical

work(s) and performance(s)?
● How are rhythms in music related to

mathematical concepts such as division and
multiplication?

● Is it possible to have music without a sense of
rhythm?

● Is all sound music?

Enduring Understandings
● Musicians’ creative choices are

influenced by their expertise,
context and expressive intent.

● Musicians evaluate and refine their
work through openness to new
ideas, persistence and the
application of appropriate criteria.

● Performers’ interest in and
knowledge of musical works,
understanding of their own technical
skill, and the context for a
performance influence the selection
of repertoire.

● To express their musical ideas,
musicians analyze, evaluate and
refine their performance over time
through openness to new ideas,



persistence and the application of
appropriate criteria.

● Musicians judge performance based
on criteria that vary across time,
place and cultures.

● Through their use of elements and
structures of music, creators and
performers provide clues to their
expressive intent.

● The relationship of one rhythm to
another in terms of simple
multiplication and division

● Rhythm is a main building block of
music.

● Music can be made from anything.
● Music is a universal language.

Unit Learning Targets
Students will …

● Students will learn the rhythms of whole, half, quarter, eighth and sixteenth notes along
with whole, half and quarter rests.

● Students will learn about the different types of percussion instruments of the band and
orchestra.

● Students will create a rhythmic composition.
● Students will perform their rhythmic composition on various percussion instruments.

Evidence of Learning
Formative Assessments:

● Classroom participation and discussion
● Daily practice

Summative Assessment
● Written assessment about rhythm values
● Ability to perform rhythmic compositions

Alternative Assessment:
● Recorded performance through FlipGrid

Benchmark/Performance Assessment Standards & Criteria for Success :  
● Individual/Group Performance

Lesson Plans and Pacing Guide
Lesson Suggestions Timeframe

–weeks
Rhythm pattern introduction (whole, half, quarter, eighth, sixteenth) and coordinating rests 1



Composition of a rhythmic song 1
Performing of rhythmic composition 1
Extension Lesson(s):

● Learn about different percussion instruments in the band and orchestra
● Learn about percussion instruments from around the world
● Do an activity trying to play the drum set.

Additional Related Lessons
Amistad Law: N.J.S.A. 18A 52:16A-88:

● Identify and learn about influential African American
percussionists/drummers and their impact on music.  Examples include:
Tony Williams, Elvin Jones, Art Blakey, Roy Haynes, Chick Webb, etc.

Holocaust Law: N.J.S.A. 18A:35-28:
● Learn about Eric Vogel, a Jewish - Czech Trumpeter who entertained the

Nazis to survive the Holocaust.

Climate Change:
● Explore how temperature changes can impact musical instruments.  How

does hot and cold weather change and instruments sound.  What are the
impacts of this changed sound to the performance of the instrument.
Reference:
https://thevault.musicarts.com/how-weather-impacts-your-sound/

Teacher Resources:
● Teacher computer and projector
● Snare Drums
● Drum Sticks
● Student Chromebook
● Music Stands
● Drum Set
● Stereo

Curriculum Development Resources
New Jersey Student Learning Standards – 2020

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/the-jewish-trumpeter-who-entertained-nazis-to-survive-the-holocaust
https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/


Unit III Overview
Content Area:  General Music
Unit Title: Music Exploration – Appreciation
Target Course/Grade Level:  6th/8th
Unit Summary:

Students often have a limited view of the music that exists in our culture and the cultures of others.
This unit will serve to broaden the scope of music the students should be familiar with and lead to
an appreciation and tolerance of music of other genres and cultures they are not familiar with.

This unit will examine different genres of music in the “western” world in addition to other “world”
music.  This shall include (but not be limited to) classical, jazz, rock, pop, and other world music
such as African, Chinese, Indian, Latin, etc.   Current musical artists and styles will be discussed
and the students will be able to use musical terminology to analyze the music that they listen to.  In
addition, instruments of the orchestra will be taught, identified and heard.

Student Learning Objectives

● Students will listen to a variety of different musical genres and be able to identify what in
the music makes it sound in that particular style.  These include: Middle-Ages and
Renaissance, Baroque, Classical, Romantic, Twentieth Century through current.

● The student will become familiar with specific composers and representative works of each
style period.

● The student will develop listening skills and view a variety of live music performances.
● Students will learn descriptive musical vocabulary in order to discuss listening examples in

a musical way. Example: Tempo, Dynamics, Timbre, Texture, etc.
● Students will learn about Jazz music and understand the concept of improvisation

Related Content

ELA/Literacy:
A.R1, A.R4, A.W1, A.SL1, A.SL2, A.L1, A.L2

Mathematics

Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills
● 9.1.2.CAP.1: Make a list of different types of jobs and describe the skills associated with
each job.

33
● 9.4.2.CI.1: Demonstrate openness to new ideas and perspectives (e.g., 1.1.2.CR1a,



2.1.2.EH.1, 6.1.2.CivicsCM.2).
● 9.4.2.CI.2: Demonstrate originality and inventiveness in work (e.g., 1.3A.2CR1a)
● 9.4.2.CT.2: Identify possible approaches and resources to execute a plan (e.g.,
1.2.2.CR1b, 8.2.2.ED.3).
● 9.4.2.GCA:1: Articulate the role of culture in everyday life by describing one’s own
culture and comparing it to the cultures of other individuals (e.g., 1.5.2.C2a,
7.1.NL.IPERS.5, 7.1.NL.IPERS.6).

Computer Science and Design Thinking
● 8.1.2.CS.1: Select and operate computing devices that perform a variety of
tasks accurately and quickly based on user needs and preferences.
● 8.1.2.AP.4: Break down a task into a sequence of steps.

Standard # New Jersey Student Learning Standards
1.3A.8.Re7a Select  programs  of music  (e.g.,  a  playlist,  live  performance) and

demonstrate  the connections  to an  interest  or experience  for  a  specific
purpose.

1.3A.8.Re7b Classify and  compare  how  the  elements  of music  and expressive  qualities
relate to the  structure  within programs  of music  (e.g.,  a  playlist,  live
performance).

1.3A.8.Re7c Identify  and  compare  the  context  of programs  of  music  from  a  variety of
genres, cultures  and historical  periods.

1.3A.8.Re8a Apply  appropriate  personally developed criteria  to  evaluate  musical  works  or
performances.

1.3A.8.Re9a Support  with  evidence  personal  interpretation of  contrasting programs  of
music  and explain how  the  application of the  elements  of music  and
expressive  qualities,  within genres, cultures  and historical  periods  convey
expressive  intent.

1.3A.8.Cn10a Demonstrate  how  interests, knowledge  and skills  related  to personal  choices
and intent  when  creating, performing,  and responding to  music.

1.3A.8.Cn11a Demonstrate  understanding of relationships  between music  and  the  other  arts,
other disciplines, varied contexts,  and daily  life.

Essential Questions
How  do individuals  choose  music  to
experience?  How  does  understanding the
structure and  context  of  music  inform  a
response?
How do  we  judge  the  quality  of  musical

work(s)  and performance(s)?
How  do  we discern  the  musical  creators’
and  performers’  expressive intent?

Enduring Understandings
Individuals'  selection of  musical  works  is
influenced by their  interests, experiences,
understandings, and purposes. Response  to music
is  informed by analyzing  context  (e.g., social,
cultural,  historical)  and how  creator(s)  or
performer(s)  manipulate  the  elements  of  music.



How  do  musicians make meaningful
connections  to  creating, performing and
responding?
How  do  the  other  arts, other  disciplines,
contexts, and  daily  life  inform  creating,
performing  and responding to  music?

● Why is it important to study different
styles of music as well as music from
different cultures?

● How do musicians and their music
influence generations that come after
them?

● How is sound produced on each
different instrument family of the
orchestra?

● Why do we like the music we like?
● How does music impact our lives?
● Is all sound music?
● Why do we listen to music?

The  personal  evaluation  of  musical  work(s)
and performance(s)  is  informed by  analysis,
interpretation,  and  established criteria.
Through their  use  of  elements  and  structures  of
music,  creators and performers  provide  clues  to
their  expressive  intent.
Musicians  connect  their  personal  interests,

experiences,  ideas, and  knowledge to creating,
performing and  responding.
Musicians  connect  their  personal  interests,

experiences,  ideas, and  knowledge to creating,
performing  and  responding.

● Music likes and dislikes are individual.
● Composers and musicians are influenced

by the music that has come before them
and that many styles of music, although
sounding very different, share common
bonds with one another.

● Music can be made from anything.
● Music builds a sense of community.
● Students should gain an awareness of the

vast musical world around them.
● Music is everywhere.
● Music is a universal language.
● Music is a part of all cultures.
● Music tells a story through time.

Unit Learning Targets
Students will …

● students will listen to a variety of different musical genres and be able to identify what in
the music makes it sound in that particular style.  These include: Middle-Ages and
Renaissance, Baroque, Classical, Romantic, Twentieth Century through current.

● The student will become familiar with specific composers and representative works of each
style period.

● The student will develop listening skills and view a variety of live music performances.
● Students will learn descriptive musical vocabulary in order to discuss listening examples in

a musical way. Example: Tempo, Dynamics, Timbre, Texture, etc.
● Students will learn about Jazz music and understand the concept of improvisation

Evidence of Learning
Formative Assessments:

● Classroom participation and discussion

Summative Assessment



● Quizzes on music and composers studied

Alternative Assessment:
● Google Slide Project highlighting composers/music time periods studied.

Benchmark/Performance Assessment Standards & Criteria for Success :  

Lesson Plans and Pacing Guide
Lesson Suggestions Timeframe

Medieval/Chant/Origins of Music: Hildegard von Bingen 3 days
Renaissance: Tielmann Susato 2 days
Baroque: Johann Sebastain Bach 2 days
Classical: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 2 days
Romantic:Ludwig van Beethoven/Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky 3 days
20th Century - Aaron Copland 3 days
World Music - African/Asian Cultures 3 days
Jazz Music - Miles Davis 3 days
Extension Lesson(s)
Amistad Law: N.J.S.A. 18A 52:16A-88:

● Highlight the contributions of African Americans in the music
history of our country.

● Focus on Jazz Music as a uniquely African American originated
style of music.

Holocaust Law: N.J.S.A. 18A:35-28:
● What were some of the roles that music played during the

Holocaust?  Creation of music as a form of/in support of the
resistance.  Creation of music as forced labor or creating of
music for the sake of music.

● Students can be introduced to music that was created in
remembrance of the Holocaust in the post war generation

Climate Change:

● Take students outside to observe the music created by nature.
Spend some quiet time just observing the sounds. How would
students use their musical vocabulary to describe the dynamics of
the wind, the melody of a bird’s chirp, or the buzz of a bee? How
do these sounds work together (in harmony)? Why do we need
the contributions of these elements, sounds, and creatures?

● Ask students to compare musical characteristics with certain
traits of the outdoors.  Do sunny days represent happy, major
keys and do cloudy days represent sad, minor keys?

● Assign songs and repertoire that explore themes of outdoor,
nature and the earth.  Establish personal connection to the music



and themes by discussing the text or compositional choices in an
outdoor space.

● Weather can affect our mood.  Sun refers to something positive
whereas rain has a negative connotation.  Climate change creates
extreme weather which may have an impact on song lyrics and
the sounds composers use.  Find and/or come up with examples
of how music has been or will be influenced by climate change.

Additional Related Lessons

Teacher Resources:
● Stereo system
● Music listening examples.
● Chromebooks
● Spotify/Pandora/Youtube
● Computer and projector

Curriculum Development Resources
New Jersey Student Learning Standards – 2020

https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/2020/

